Welcome Gallery Explorers

Time to get your thinking caps on by doing the activities in this gallery trail and exploring the fantastic work on show in Impressions Gallery.

Please explore with an adult if you can, if you have any questions you can ask the friendly Gallery Assistant on the welcome desk.

Can you find this photograph?

Circle the words that you think best describe how the man in this photograph feels.

Busy Lonely Thoughtful
Calm Proud Cold
Relaxed Fun Sad
Excited Lively Jolly
Peaceful Bored Warm

Do you like having your picture taken?

The photographs in this exhibition are called portraits. Have you ever had your photograph taken? Was it for your birthday or a day out. Tell us all about it in the box below:

James Barnor needs your help!

James needs you to be his photography assistant and help him finish this picture. Use the photograph in the gallery to help you draw the other half.

James Barnor

Welcome Gallery Explorers

Time to get your thinking caps on by doing the activities in this gallery trail and exploring the fantastic work on show in Impressions Gallery.

Please explore with an adult if you can, if you have any questions you can ask the friendly Gallery Assistant on the welcome desk.

Well done! You have done an excellent job and we hope you have enjoyed this trail. Now go and explore the other photographs in this gallery.
What can you see in the gallery?

Impressions Gallery is a photography gallery. At the moment we are showing an exhibition called *Ever Young* by James Barnor. James Barnor was born in Accra in 1929 and has been taking photographs for more than 60 years. The exhibition shows a range of his street and studio photographs, taken in Ghana and London from the late 1940s to early 1970s.

**Ghana Fact File**

- **Where is it?** In Africa.
- **Who lives there?** 25 million people.
- **What is the Capital City?** Accra.
- **What is the weather like?** Hot and dry.

Let's get looking!

Your first task as gallery explorer is to find these items below in the photographs. Remember to tick them off once you have:

- Four nurses
- A red phone box
- A boxer
- A boat
- Some pigeons
- Two girls in hats

---

_Ever Young Word Search_

Find and circle as many words as you can from the list below.

**PHOTOGRAPH**  **PORTRAIT**

**FASHION**  **CAMERA**  **LONDON**

**STUDIO**  **AFRICA**  **STREET**

**MODELS**  **ACCRA**  **DRUM**

Well done you’re doing a fantastic job!

Keep up the good work.

---

_Ever Young_

The title of this exhibition *Ever Young* was also the name of James Barnor’s photography studio. The name came from a story he heard as a child. The story tells a tale about a goddess who knew she was old, but one day, a hero brought her an enchanted apple and as soon as she had eaten the magic fruit, she felt young again.

Photographers sometime touch up pictures to remove wrinkles!

---

Can you guess whose hair this is?

Have a look around the gallery and see if you can find it. Once you have, draw in the missing face below.